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Abstract—The component-based software engineering 

(CBSE) consists of component selection, qualification, 

adaptation, assembly and updating of components 

according to the requirements. The focus of this paper is 

software component selection only. Now-a-days many 

selection processes, techniques and algorithms are 

proposed for this task. This paper presents generalized 

software component selection architecture using 

clustering. The architecture is divided into four tiers 

namely Component Requirements and Component 

Selection Tier, Query and Decision Tier, Application 

logic tier with Clustering and Component Cluster Tier. 

The architecture offers manifold advantages like i) 

presenting a generalized architecture where the existing 

techniques can be applied, reducing the search space for 

the component selection. ii) It also illustrates the usage of 

clustering in the software component selection without 

the need for pre-specification of number of clusters and 

considering more than two features while clustering. 

iii)The cluster validation is performed to check the 

correctness of the clusters. This complete selection 

process is validated on a representative instance of set of 

components. 

 

Index Terms—Component-based Software engineering, 

Component Selection Process, Clustering based 

Architecture for selection. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days software reuse has become a buzzword. 

The reusability is achieved in the form of source code, 

software architecture or software components. The 

component based software engineering is a methodology 

used for software development that advocates the use of 

software reuse. The main properties of the components 

are that they are independent, implementation is not 

visible, communication among the components take place 

through the interfaces. However, there are some 

challenges like certification of components, emergent 

property prediction and trade-off analysis of various 

component features for selection. The trade-off analysis 

or the software component selection is an active area of 

research among the researchers. The software selection 

process consists of finding the component that provides 

the desired functionality, from the finite set of 

components. Further, the selection process consists of 

selecting the most suitable component from the candidate 

components based on given requirement or constraints.  

According to [1], CBSE emphasizes the “the ‘buy, 

don’t build’ philosophy”. CBSE approach is used to reuse 

the already developed and testable software codes to 

develop economical software, which can be developed 

within shortest time and reduce time-to-launch, to 

increase the quality of the Component-Based Software 

(CBS). So, Component Based Software Development 

(CBSD) is the foremost approach of CBSE which 

advocates acquisition, adaptation and integration of 

reusable and testable software components to swiftly 

develop and deploy complex CBS with least engineering 

techniques, efforts and cost. According to CBSD, 

development of software by writing code is replaced by 

selecting, assembling and integrating software 

components [2]. The development of CBS from reusable 

components requires development process models and 

methodologies not only in relation to the development 

/maintenance aspects, but also to the entire component 

and various aspects of CBS lifecycle [3]. The use of the 

superior development model and methodology reduce the 

time and cost by enhancing the productivity and quality 

of CBS. In CBSE with better development models and 

methodologies, researchers and practitioners feel to use a 

better selection process of components which can be 

selected from in-house developed component repository 

or could be purchased from Commercial-Off-The-Shelf 

(COTS) vendors. So, component selection is one of the 

most crucial steps in CBSD and the success of the final 

system depends on the component selection process. The 

components are selected mainly based on its functionality 

from the repository, but the non- functional 
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properties or the information provided by the developers 

about the components also plays a crucial role in 

component selection. As the number of available 

components in the repository grows, the selection of a set 

of components based on a set of functional requirements 

and on the other hand, minimizing or maximizing other 

objectives like price, number of components etc. has 

become extremely difficult. 

This paper presents a software component selection 

technique using clustering with a four tier architecture. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. 

Section II presents the related work. Section III describes 

the four-tier architecture for component selection using 

clustering. Section IV discusses a representative instance 

and section V follows the conclusion.  

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

In the component based development, component 

selection paradigm plays a vital role. It emphasizes on 

composing the application from the already existing one. 

The major activities of CBD are component qualification, 

adaptation and composition which enhance the reusability. 

The component qualification deals with ensuring that the 

component performs its desired functionality and is 

according to desired quality characteristics like reliability, 

performance and usability. The component adaptation 

deals with adapting the components with the architectural 

design rules, and finally component composition deals 

with putting together the qualified, adapted and 

engineered components in the architecture developed for 

the application. Initially, the selection technique based on 

functional requirements was proposed. This was followed 

by numerous techniques covering various issues like 

conflicting goals, reducing the gap between stated 

requirements and actual requirements as in CARE [4]. In 

case of PECA [5], it helps the decision maker by 

establishing suitable criteria. The CSSP (COTS Software 

Selection Process) helps in evaluating as well as ranking 

the software components with risk management. In case 

of CSCC (Combined Selection of COTS Component)  the 

interoperability among the in-house developed 

components and the 3rd party components are checked in 

order to avoid schedule delays [6]. In order to select 

whether the in house developed component is better or 

the market available component, a fuzzy based approach 

is used as given in [5]. Some selection techniques 

incorporate testing with selection like in IDM [7] and 

PRISM [8]. Another technique laid emphasis on the non-

functional requirement usability [9]. Here, an index is 

proposed to rank the components based on its value. In 

the work done by Jadhav and Sonar [10] it takes into 

consideration the previous similar components searched 

using rule based and case based reasoning. In [11], the 

multi-criteria based decision is taken using cross 

referencing. The computational intelligent techniques 

also played a major role and selection techniques using 

them are proposed. As in case [12] entropy based fuzzy k 

modes algorithm is used to divide the components into 

clusters and then isolate the cluster nearest to user’s 

choice. Few years back, fuzzy clustering based approach 

was developed. It uses metrics based on clustering 

analysis [13]. Recently, a case survey was presented [14] 

for making the choice among the different component 

sourcing options like in-house components, COTS, Open 

Source Software or outsourcing the components. Their 

results showed that the most of the solutions are 

deterministic and based on optimization. A very few non-

deterministic solutions were also found. Another study 

[15] analyzes different COTS selection techniques and 

presents automatic component selection techniques. 

Apart from this researchers [16] have highlighted the 

trade-offs between different factors for selecting the in-

house components, COTS, Open source Components     

or outsourcing them. The detailed analysis of research 

work carried out in last twenty eight years is presented by 

the researchers in [17]. The authors in [18] proposed a 

dynamic reconfiguration of robot software service by 

reuse software service component using clustering 

techniques. A multi objective optimization based 

algorithm is recently proposed to select the software 

products [19][20] . The authors [21] have demonstrated 

the Buy vs Build strategy for selecting components for a 

modular system using fuzzy bi-criteria optimization 

model. The researchers [22] have done an assessment of 

reusability of web service components that can help in 

component selection too. 

After studying these techniques, following points are 

noted: 
 

 The software component search space is quite 

large and it is a challenging task to narrow down 

the search space. 

 There is a lack of generalized architecture for 

software component selection. 

 The role of non-functional requirements in final 

decision making is very less. 

 The subjective judgments can be replaced by 

incorporating fuzzy logic. 

 

The proposed architecture is similar to the existing 

techniques in the following ways: 
 

 Reduction in the search space. 

 Consideration of extra-functional properties. 
 

However, the proposed architecture differs in the 

following aspects with the existing techniques: 
 

 Multi-attributes of varied types can be handled. 

 The final component retrieved is having maximum 

inter-cluster distance and minimum intra-cluster 

distance. 

 

III.  FOUR-TIER ARCHITECTURE FOR SOFTWARE 

COMPONENT SELECTION 

A component is selected based on the function it 

provides in Component Based Software Engineering 

(CBSE). Many techniques have been proposed for 
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component selection under varied situations to select the 

optimal component from component set of same 

functionality. Here, the selection process is viewed as 

architecture. It is divided into four tiers namely 

Component Requirements and Component Selection Tier, 

Query and Decision Tier, Application logic tier with 

Clustering and Component Cluster Tier. The current 

selection techniques using clustering suffers from major 

demerits of  specifying the number of clusters beforehand 

and the selection process depending on subjective 

judgement of application administrators. The proposed 

architecture will be better as the need for prior declaration 

of clusters will be eliminated and the cluster validation is 

performed to check the correctness of the clusters. This 

architecture is validated on a case study of set of sorting 

and searching components.For a component selection 

problem the system designer considers several candidate 

components for which the data available includes 

estimates of the cost of acquisition, customer desirability, 

development time and expected revenue. The designer 

may also have information about the dependencies 

between components and may wish to include other 

factors in the decision making process, such as the 

priority given to each of the customers. From the set of 

all components, the designer must search for a subset that 

balances these competing concerns in the best way 

possible. The developer may also want to rank (or 

prioritize) the components in some way based upon these 

trade-offs. For systems with more than a few simple 

components the search space is unmanageably large and 

complex, with the consequence that no designer can be 

expected to find optimal choices that balance the 

constraints without some form of automated support. 

Hence, informally the component selection problem is to 

select a set of components from available component 

repository which can satisfy the requirements while 

minimizing the sum of costs of selected components. 

The component selection technique is comparable to 

the stock selection process for investment. This paper 

proposes a new architecture for the entire component 

selection which is similar to stock selection for 

investments, as the objective of stock selection is to 

maximize the total return on investment and minimizing 

the risk while maintaining an appropriate degree of 

portfolio diversification. Similarly, the component 

selection process deals with minimizing the cost and 

selection is done on the basis of required functionalities. 

The architecture is motivated by the one proposed by the 

work for stock selection of investment [23].The 

architecture of component selection process has the 

following tiers: Component Requirements and 

Component Selection Tier, Query and Decision Tier, 

Application logic tier with Clustering and Component 

Cluster Tier as shown in Fig. 1. This paper proposes four-

tier architecture, which helps the developers to make 

decision while selecting the components. The proposed 

architecture will be used for developing a CBS to support 

client requirements for component selection. This 

architecture will facilitate desired client input and will 

suggest optimal choice of component for CBSD. 

 

Fig.1. Four -Tier Architecture for Component selection using Clustering 

Finally, it helps in forwarding the result as solution to 

the requested web browser for analysis. The database tier 

will contain all the data from all third party organisation 

related to user requirements. The database tier uses data 

source from different web sites related to component 

repositories 

A.  First Tier: Component Requirements and Component 

Selection Tier 

The first tier is known as Component requirements and 

Component Selection Tier as shown in Fig.2 to give the 

component requirements through the web browser using a 

natural language. The request for components is stated in 

a form of a query and as an outcome number of 

components will be returned from the optimal component 

set. This retrieval process can be further enhanced by 

using iteration for generating more alternative 

components for the clients and system analyst until a 

particular level of confidence is reached according to the 

original stated query.  

This first tier will provide interface for client 

requirement and system analyst. It also presents the 

analysis of selected optimal set of component according 

to component requirement. In return, this interface 

provides possible number of solutions according to the 

problem that are feasible for construction of an optimal 

selection of components. The requirements can be stated 

in terms of features of the components described in the 

repository. For example, for the proposed case study the 
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features of the sorting and searching components can be 

Halstead program volume, time complexity, cyclomatic 

complexity and size of input list. In, return the optimal 

component sets are returned, as solution, to system 

analyst. 

 

First Tier

Client Requirements and System Analysis Tier

Component Selection for Clients and System Analyst 

through Web Browser

Component 

Requirements

Component Selection from 

Optimal Component Sets

 

Fig.2. First Tier: Component Requirements and Component Selection 

Tier 

B.  Second Tier: Query And Decision Tier 

The Second tier as shown in Fig. 3 is known as query 

and decision tier. It shows how the query manager and 

decision manager interacts which help in generating 

query and solution. 

1) Query Manager 

The Query manager will interpret queries from the first 

tier and extract its semantics. The Query manager deals 

with strategic decisions including goals and priorities of 

the client. For example, the goals are related to price, 

relevance, download rating, best seller rating etc. The 

goals are converted into the form of queries by the query 

manager. The query may consist of required functionality, 

goals and constraints. 

 

 

Fig.3. Queries and Decisions Formulation 

The Fig. 3 shows the working of query manager and 

decision manager. The query manager performs query 

selection where the queries are formulated based on 

functional and non-functional requirements. Afterwards, 

the priorities are set for the requirements, identifying the 

most important ones from the least important. The 

requirements can be stated in terms of objectives need to 

be maximized or minimized. On the basis of priorities set 

by the users, data is collected with the help of application 

logic from the database tier and then decision manager 

will generate the solution. 

The requirements can be stated in the following ways: 

 

i) Functional Requirements: The user can state the 

requirements in terms of functionality required. 

ii) Non-Functional Requirements: The non- functional 

requirements for the black box components can be best 

seller rating, download rating, review rating etc. Whereas 

for the white box components, the non-functional 

requirements can be Halstead program volume, time 

complexity, cyclomatic complexity, input size etc. 

2) Decision Manager 

It helps in final decision making either by finding 

components that directly matches the formulated query or 

finding a near optimal component set by analyzing co-

occurrence, correlation and hidden criteria across 

different components. The final optimized subset of 

component is presented to the clients and system analyst 

for their consideration. In the future, this optimized set of 

component can be compared with the degree of 

confidence stated by the clients and system analyst to 

discard the components that fall below a threshold level.   
 

Second Tier

Query and Decision Tier

          Query Manager         Decision Manager

 

Fig.4. Second Tier: Query and Decision Tier 

C.  Third Tier: Application Logic Tier with Clustering 

using Hybrid XOR Similarity Function 

The third tier as shown in Fig. 4 consists of application 

of hybrid XOR similarity function and Components 

catalogue. The clustering used in this architecture is 

based on the hybrid XOR similarity function. The 

catalogue is formed on the basis of ratio of inter 

component similarity to the intra component similarity 

after application of Divisive algorithm in the fourth tier. 

The application logic can be modified according to the 

given component set. Here in this tier a hybrid XOR 

similarity function based clustering technique is used. It 

forms the clusters of similar components from where the 

user can select the desired components. Some non-

functional factors like coupling, cohesion, reliability, 

fault tolerance, component size, time, cost, compatibility, 

value of intra-modular coupling density etc. can be used. 
 

    

Third Tier:

Application logic Tier with Clustering 

  

  

  

Components

 

Fig.5. Third Tier: Application Logic Tier with clustering 
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The clusters thus formed will be having high cohesion 

and low coupling. Using the algorithm in [18] the process 

of clustering is applied on a case study. Another 

application logic can be application of other fuzzy 

clustering techniques like fuzzy c-means, subtractive 

clustering, as shown in Fig. 5. 

D.  Fourth Tier: Component Cluster Tier  

It deals with the application logic to select the database 

from the different data sources. The third tier will 

generate three clusters and on these clusters Divisive 

Algorithm is applied, which is a type of hierarchical 

clustering. In this tier, firstly the cluster set that needs to 

be split further is chosen. For simplicity purpose the 

authors opt the biggest cluster. For n number of 

components, the number of possible bipartitions are 2n-1 -

1. For large number of components this will become 

computationally expensive, so to reduce the 

complications, the cluster is divided based on a specific 

feature in which the user is more interested. According to 

proposed methodology, it  keep on dividing the cluster 

further until it reach a point when no more division is 

possible or it reaches a condition where the clusters have 

become singletons.  
 

Fourth Tier: Component Cluster Tier. 

Component Clusters
Divisive Algorithm Application on Clusters

 

Fig.6. Fourth Tier: Component Cluster Tier 

 

IV.  REPRESENTATIVE INSTANCE 

This complete architecture for software component 

selection can be validated using a set of software 

components. The java programs for sorting Bubble sort, 

Merge Sort, Insertion sort, Quick Sort, Selection Sort, 

Heap sort, Radix Sort, Bucket Sort and Shell sort are 

considered. 

Table 1. Sorting Components and its features 

Software 

Component 

Halstead 

Metric 

Cyclomatic 

complexity 

Time 

Complexity 

Size of 

Input  

Bubble 

sort(SO1) 

172  4 O(n2) SMALL 

Merge 

Sort(SO2) 

633  7 O(n log(n)) LARGE 

Insertion 

sort(SO3) 

164  3 O( n2) SMALL 

Quick 

Sort(SO4) 

367  7 O( n2) LARGE 

Selection 

Sort(SO5) 

175  4 O( n2 ) SMALL 

Heap sort(SO6) 511  7 O(n log(n)) LARGE 

Radix 

Sort(SO7) 

642  10 O(nk) SMALL 

Bucket 

Sort(SO8) 

332  8 O(nk) LARGE 

Shell sort(SO9) 299  5 O(n log(n)) LARGE 

The main features of these components considered for 

selection purpose are Halstead program volume, 

cyclomatic complexity, time complexity and type of input 

list, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The clustering 

approach is the one taken from [18] in where a XOR 

based similarity function is used for finding extent of 

likeness between component cluster. A similarity matrix 

of the order n-1 by n is constructed for given n 

components. The input in the third tier is similarity 

matrix based on the given components and resultant is the 

set of clusters formed in the fourth tier. 

A  Application of Xor Clustering for Cluster Computation 

The new clusters would be formed with the help of 

XOR similarity. Some pre-processing is required for the 

features of the components before applying the similarity 

matrix. The sorting components can be represented using 

the possible set of values for different features as follows: 

 

 Halstead Metric: {1-199:A, 200-400:B, 401-650:C, 

651 and above : D}  

 Cyclomatic Complexity: {2-4: A, 5-7: B, 8-11: C, 

50 and above : D  

 Time Complexity: {O(n2) : A, O(n log(n)): B, 

O(nK): C, O(n): D, O(log n): E 

 Size of input list: {Small : A, Large: B }  

Table 2. Updated Table for sorted components 

Software 

Component 

Halstead 

Metric 

Cyclomatic 

complexity 

Time 

Compl

exity 

Size of 

Input  

Bubble 

Sort(SO1) 

A A A A 

Merge 

Sort(SO2) 

C  B B B 

Insertion 

Sort(SO3) 

A  A A A 

Quick 

Sort(SO4) 

B  B B B 

Selection 

Sort(SO5) 

A  A A A 

Heap 

Sort(SO6) 

C  B B B 

Radix 

Sort(SO7) 

C  C C A 

Bucket 

Sort(SO8) 

B  C C B 

Shell 

Sort(SO9) 

B  B B B 

 

Now, this information can be represented in the form 

of a Boolean matrix with rows indicating each component 

and column corresponding to each unique attribute of the 

software components. A matrix of D[9,9] for 9 

components is formed and only the upper triangular 

region is considered. The cells are filled according to the 

similarity function S for which each component pairs 

form the input. The feature vector representation of the 

component set is shown and the feature vector of each 

component is replaced by count of number of zeros in the 

tri state feature vector. This is shown in the Table 4.  
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Table 3. XOR Similarity Measure 

 
 

The feature vector representation of the component set 

is shown in the Table 3 and then the feature vector of 

each component is replaced by count of number of zeros 

in the tri state feature vector. The similarity between the 

components is computed using the hybrid XOR similarity 

function for example for SO1  and SO2 gets 

(1,Z,1,z,,1,1,z,Z,1,1,Z,Z,z,1,1)=* that is no similarity  and 

for SO1 and SO3 after applying similarity function the 

result is (0,Z,Z,z,0,Z,Z,Z,0,Z,Z,Z,Z,0,z)=4. 

Table 4. The similarity matrix with the feature vector replaced by count 

of 0s 

 
 

The entries of the similarity matrix as shown in Table 4 

are made according to following: 

Find the highest  value from the Table 4, which is 4 

here and target those cells as they form the best candidate 

solutions and replace those cells by *. The component 

pairs (SO1,SO3), (SO3,SO5), (SO1,SO5) and (SO2,SO6) 

are having the value 4. So, (SO1,SO3,SO5) is formed as 

the first set. Find the next highest value from the Table 4 

which is 3 and target those cells as they form the best 

candidate solutions and replace those cells by *. Now 

consider only un-clustered components sets (SO2, SO4, 

SO6, SO7, SO8, SO9) and look for value 3 in 

corresponding cells. Now,(SO2,SO9), (SO4,SO9) 

(SO6,SO9) (SO8) have value 3, So cluster1 is formed as 

(SO1,SO2,SO3,SO4,SO5,SO6,SO9) 

Find the next highest value from the Table which is 2 

and target those cells as they form the best candidate 

solutions and replace those cells by *. Consider only un-

clustered components sets (SO7,SO8), (SO7,SO8)  

(SO8,SO9). Now, no more components are left, the 

procedure stops now. 

The clusters finally formed are: 

 

1. R1 is (SO1, SO2, SO3, SO4, SO5, SO6, SO9) 

2. R2 is (SO7, SO8) 

 

Now, these clusters are taken from the component 

repository as explained in the fourth tier.   

In the fourth tier, the first cluster set is taken for 

Divisive Algorithm application as it is the biggest among 

the others. There would have been 63 pairs of possible 

partitions (26 -1), the number of calculations would be 

very large. So, to ease the computations the cluster is 

divided according to a user specified criteria of time 

complexity. Referring to Table 4 the bipartition formed is 

(R1
1, R1

2) which is represented as R1
1 is (SO1, SO3, SO4, 

SO5) and R1
2’ is (  SO2, SO6,SO9). 

Now, R1
1 can be further divided based on another 

feature that is type of input list. It generates R2
1 and R2

2 

which is represented as (SO1, SO3, SO5) and (SO4) 

respectively. Finally the new clusters generated are 

{(SO1, SO3, SO5), (SO4) and (SO2, SO6, SO9) } 

The clustering will stop here as no progress can be 

made further. 

Table 5. The final Candidate Component Clusters 

Cluster 

No. 

Clusters Components 

Description 

1 (SO1,SO3,SO5) Bubble sort, Insertion 

sort, Selection Sort 

2 (SO4) Quick sort 

3 (SO2,SO6,SO9) Merge Sort, Heap 

Sort and Shell sort 

4 (SO7, SO8) Radix Sort, Bucket 

Sort 

 

The final set of component clusters are shown in Table 

5.  
 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposed four-tier architecture to develop 

the component selection system which is capable of 

providing effective optimal set of components for 

component selection problem and CBSD. Here, the user 

specifies the requirements and as an output it gets the 

number of component clusters grouped with a greater 

degree of similarity with peer member of the cluster. The 

components are clustered together using hybrid XOR 

similarity function used for document clustering. The 

clusters so formed are further split using divisive 

algorithm based on a pre-specified criterion. This 

architecture fulfills the advantages as proposed in the 

abstract of the paper: 

 

1. In the proposed architecture the existing XOR based 

similarity can be applied. 

2. There is no need to specify the the number of 

clusters as in the traditional fuzzy c-means and 

subtractive clustering techniques. 

3. The validation of the clusters is performed using 

Divisive Algorithm which is in This study can be further 

validated by using a large component set. The future 

work will consider the application of fuzzy clustering 

technique to deal with the cases when the same 

component tends to lie in two different clusters. 
 

A B S(A,B) 

0 0 Z 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

 

 SO1 SO2 SO3 SO4 SO5 SO6 SO7 SO8 SO9 

SO1  * * 4 1 4 * 1 * * 

SO2 * * * 2 * 4 1 1 3 

SO3 * * * 1 4 * 1 * * 

SO4 * * * * * 2 * 2 3 

SO5 * * * * * * 1 * * 

SO6 * * * * * * 1 1 3 

SO7 * * * * * * * 2 * 

SO8 * * * * * * * * 2 

SO9 * * * * * * * * * 
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